
Overview 
Thank you for sharing your experience engaging in security and justice sector reform (S/JSR). Your input is critical to ISSAT's efforts to support the 
continuous development of S/JSR knowledge and the refinement of good practices and principles.  The following lessons identified form is aimed at gathering 
key learning insights from S/JSR practitioners who:  

• have practical experience to share or lessons to highlight;  
• have utilised ISSAT OGNs and want to provide feedback;  
• have been on an ISSAT mandated mission. 

  

How the form works 
This form contains 3 sections. Section 1 gathers Critical Information about the context of the mission. Section 2 gathers practical insights by asking three 
questions regarding the process and other key elements of the mission: 

1. What did not work well or was particularly challenging? 
2. What worked well and how did you overcome challenges?  
3. What improvements would you recommend for the future?  

Section 3 asks for any additional information, but in particular asks that you highlight up to five main lessons identified from what you have already filled in. 
  
Please note that only those questions with a red asterisk (*) are mandatory. All other questions are optional. 
  
When filling in the form we suggest you follow these basic guidelines: 

• Think about the main lessons you want to highlight and base your writing around them as much as possible 
• Be constructive if you are offering criticisms 
• Use appropriate and professional language 
• Do not write any sensitive details that you would not want reaching a large audience 

  

How your submission is used 
After submitting your form, your responses will be reviewed by ISSAT and all relevant information for knowledge sharing on SSR will be posted in the ISSAT 
Digital Library. Your responses will be accessible only by registered members of ISSAT's Community of Practice. Some formatting and editing may be 
conducted on your responses. A link to the forms that you have submitted will be added to your Community of Practice profile page. If you are providing 
feedback on ISSAT OGNs, your responses will also be linked to the relevant OGNs. Your responses will ideally be posted in the Digital Library within 5-8 
business days. You will receive an e-mail notification when your responses have been posted. 

In addition to using lessons identified for refining internal practices, ISSAT will use lessons to refine OGNs and produce regular lessons identified summary 
documents.  

Please check here that you have read and agree to these terms and conditions. 

On behalf of ISSAT, we thank you for your contribution.

ISSAT End of Mission/Lessons Identified Form 

 I agree



Section 1 - Critical Information 

Mandating Country/Multilaterla 
Organisation*

Manadting Agency*

Your Position/Role*

Mission Location*

Mission Objective*

Purpose/Context of Mission*

Output* Outcome*

Which part of the program cycle 
was the mission focused on?*

Which key words would 
describe your mission*

If you are providing feedback 
on an ISSAT OGN(s) please 
select the OGN you are 
commenting on.*

Mission Timeling* Mission Start Mission End



Section 2 - Mission Specifics 
All fields in this section are optional 

What did not work well or was 
particularly challenging?

What worked well and how did you 
overcome challenges?

What improvements would you 
recommend for the future?

Planning and 
Logistics

Approach/
Methodology used 
for the mission

Monitoring and 
evaluating 
mission 
progress and 
results



What did not work well or was particularly 
challenging?

What worked well and how did you 
overcome challenges?

What improvements would you recommend 
for the future?

Use of ISSAT 
OGN

Fostering local 
ownership

Collaboration 
(with team, wtih 
international 
community, with 
local partners)

Addressing 
gender 
considerations



Section 3 - Summary 

Please summarise the key 
(up to five) lessons you 
identified from this 
mission*

Please list any resources 
you found useful during 
your mission.

Please provide any final 
comments here
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	TerCon: 1
	Hold 'Crtl' to select more than one mandating country or organisation: 
	MandatingAgency: Department of Foreign Affairs 
	TextField1: Team Leader 
	Hold 'Crtl' to select more than one mandating country or organisation: 
	Please provide a brief description of the purpose of your mission and the context it was taking place in.:  The Netherlands requested ISSAT’s assistance to undertake a programming mission to help identify concrete needs in the Kosovar judicial and police sectors that lend themselves to programmatic Dutch SSD support, to start in 2010. The purpose of such support is to help develop both sectors, rendering them more capable to effectively and professionally deliver security and justice services to citizens in a transparent, accountable, fiscally sustainable and democratic manner.
	MisOb2: - An assessment for the police and justice sectors completed - Programming options for the Governing of the Netherlands proposed.
	MisOb3: - Provide the Government of the Netherlands will a succinct report with clear recommendation on which a decision can be made regarding support to Kosovo’s police and justice sectors. 
	Hold 'Crtl' to select more than one mandating country or organisation: 
	Hold 'Crtl' to select more than one mandating country or organisation: 
	Hold 'Crtl' to select more than one mandating country or organisation: 
	DateTimeField1: March 1 2010                                         
	DateTimeField2: April 15  - with 15 days in country
	PlanLogB: - ToRs need to be focused and achievable in time allotted: The ToRs were defined quite broadly in the opinion of the team. They found it difficult to do a thorough assessment of the Security and Justice sector with limited time in the country, while simultaneously having to identify projects and provide detailed project proposals. 
	PlanLogG: - Meeting with mandators to discuss expectations and clarify ToRs is useful:  The visit to the Hague (to meet the mandators) prior to the mission to discuss their expectations from the missions was considered useful, it help clarified some ambiguities within the ToRs and highlighted areas where the Govt wanted to focus in particularly. -  Team pre-planning prior to deployment is key: The team met in Geneva for 2 days planning prior the mission, an anthropologist with expertise on Kosovo was also included in this meeting, and provided an in-depth analysis of political-cultural and social dynamics at play in Kosovo. He helped the team to understanding how to deal with politically difficult issues. 
	PlanLogR: - Including team leader and team members in finalisation of the ToRs: It is proposed that the team leader, and if possible the other members of the team, be involved in finalising the Terms of Reference for a mission.  
	AppMethB: - Have realistic timelines, report writing always takes longer than anticipated: Having adequate time available both for the planning phase and on the ground is important, but an area that was under estimated was the time taken to write and review the report. There is also a need to recognize that such assessment activities are costly and best carried out as part of ‘joint’ approach between the government and the international community. - Go beyond the elite’s to try and understand the people needs: It is always difficult and a challenge to understand ‘people’s security and justice’ needs in such a short period of time. Use of focus groups including events outside the capital, national researchers, having access to national polling data can all help.  
	AppMethG: - Create a multi-disciplinary team: The team brought together expertise that included policing, justice and management experts. The team also included a national team member, who helped with context, contacts and an in-depth understanding of the national reform process. This was invaluable.  - Understanding the context, political decision making, social structure is key: The approaching taken focused initially on understanding the structure and nature of the state and the dynamic of power relations across government and within the police and justice sectors. It focused on how the public access security and justice services and where there was room for improvement. 
	AppMethR: - Include national members of the team where possible: A lesson from other missions that could have been utilized was the inclusion of liaison officers from the police and justice sectors into the team. 
	MEB: 
	MEG: -  Build national capacity to undertake M&E where possible: As part of the programme options that were proposed in the report, a section of the report dealt with both the government ability to monitor and review the reform process (it recommended further investment in building this capacity) while also highlight how the Netherlands could ensure that Monitoring and Evaluation was built into the design of the future programmes. 
	MER: 
	ISSATOGNB: 
	ISSATOGNG: - OGNs useful as a checklist: The OGNs on i) Preparing an SSR Assessment and ii) Conducting an SSR Assessment were very useful and were used by the teams as guides. They were not followed from A to Z but helped to challenge and to remind team members of important issues and general good practice. 
	ISSATOGNR: 
	LocOwB: -  Include national institutions in assessment process, build local ownership: More could have been done to integrate the police and justice institutions into the process of reviewing and identifying key areas of support. This would have reinforced some of the principles on alignment within the Paris Declaration. 
	LowCoG: -  Include national experts on the team: Having someone on the team from the country (civil society) which in an in-depth knowledge of the context and the security sector is invaluable. 
	LocOwR: Assessment etc should be a partnership with national institutions, agree ToRs upfront: Likewise, having input from, and agreement with, the government on the ToRs beforehand could have facilitated the process, helping with access of information and individuals within the police and justice sectors. 
	CollabB: - Coordination is always challenging, try to support national efforts to coordination international support: It was difficult to be able to map out or even understand the large number of international activities support police and justice reform, as there was no clear coordination mechanism or central repository of such information. Supporting national efforts to coordination international support, would help overcome such confusion. 
	CollabG: - Pre-planning meeting of team ensure coherence of approach: Meeting ahead of time to prepare and plan, divide responsibilities etc was viewed as extremely useful. - Focus groups can facilitate information gathering: Hosting a series of focus group meeting with members of civil society etc to gather information and to build interest on SSR issues was also viewed as useful. A number of focus groups were held outside of the capital which ensured more representative views on security and justice service provision were obtained. 
	CollabR: - Engage with ‘national coordination mechanism’ to gather information on reform efforts and international support: If possible aim to plan the mission to coincide with a Coordination meeting (if they exist) of international actors working in this area, this can help to cut down on the large number of interviews with the international community, it can facilitate contacts and speed up understanding of activities already on-going. 
	GenB: 
	GenG: 
	GenR: - Practice what you preach in both approach, methodology and team selection: Ensuring a good balance of experience, expertise, regional knowledge and gender on the assessment team will only enhance the quality of the outcome -  it also ensure that we practice what we preach.  
	KeyLessons: - Pre-planning is essential, this includes spending time to understand the cultural context and gain an insight into what is already on-going on the ground. Bringing the team together before deployment is essential to ensure a coherent approach and a review of the methodology being utilized. This is not something that can be done on the fly when on the ground, although a level of flexibility is always required. - Include team in the finalization of the terms of reference – if possible include the team leader and other members of the team in the finalization of the terms of reference, as they will be the ones to having to fulfill them and meet expectations. - Including national members from the government/police agency/justice sector into the assessment/programming team ensuring greater access, builds political will and facilitates coordination. It also shows the international actor is serious about aligning with national objectives/needs. - Follow up with those who has assisted in the assessment - Ensure that where national actors have been interviewed that following the assessment you revert to them to test out the main findings. All too often national counterparts spend time sharing their knowledge and expertise and never again hearing from the research or having access to the results of the assessment. This is a clear example of bad practice. 
	ResList: - ISSATs OGNs on  i) Preparing an SSR Assessment and ii) Conducting an SSR Assessment. - KIPRED. (2006). 'Kosovo's internal security sector review: Stages I&II (Strategic environment review & security threats analysis) - Initial Findings', Kosovar Institute for Policy Research and Development (KIPRED): Prishtina - Muharremi, R., Peci, L., Malazogu, L., Knaus, V. and Murati, T. (2005). 'Administration and Governance in Kosovo: Lessons learned and lessons to be learned', Kosovar Institute for Policy Research and Development Policy Research Series: Occasional Paper, KIPRED: Prishtina  
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